[The landscape-biocenological concept of a combination of natural foci of diseases. Environmental conditions predetermining the formation of biotic and epizootic bases for a combination of natural foci of diseases].
The potential of a combination of foci of diseases is not limited by environmental conditions. The biotic and epizootic bases for the combination of foci are formed under the influence of the environmental factors predetermining the formation of the bases for the combination of the foci. These are pathogen populations, parasitic systems of foci with forming parasitocenoses, the functional and spatial pattern of the foci, susceptibility of hosts (vectors), polyhostality of pathogens and mechanisms of their transmission. The author places emphasis on the fact that any single factor cannot serve as a basis for the combination of the foci since the combination bases form only when pairs of identical factors interact. He points to the interrelation and correlation of the considered bases for the combination of the foci. The combination of invasion foci is noted to be effected in the absence of mixed infectiousness of specimens. The coacting parasitic systems of foci are predetermined to manifest themselves as the underlying biotic bases that determines the type of the combination of foci. The level of the combination of parasitic systems of the foci is predetermined by the parasitocenoses of coacting populations of pathogens and hosts (parasitic systems). The interacting functional and spatial patterns of the foci predetermine the latter's community, by acting as biotic bases for the combination. The susceptibility of hosts (vectors) and the polyhostality predetermine a range of interacting parasitic systems. The polymorphism of the types of hosts determines the functional strength of parasitic systems, by predetermining the stability of a combination of foci. The interacting identical mechanisms of transmission act as an epizootic basis for the combination of the foci. The continuity of the biotic and epizootic bases for the combination of the foci is stated.